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SCATTERING FOR A NONLINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION WITH
A POTENTIAL
YOUNGHUN HONG
Abstract. We consider a 3d cubic focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation with a po-
tential
iBtu`∆u´ V u` |u|
2
u “ 0,
where V is a real-valued short-range potential having a small negative part. We find criteria
for global well-posedness analogous to the homogeneous case V “ 0 [9, 4]. Moreover, by the
concentration-compactness approach, we prove that if V is repulsive, such global solutions
scatter.
1. Introduction
1.1. Setup of the problem. We consider a 3d cubic focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equa-
tion with a potential
(NLSV ) iBtu`∆u´ V u` |u|2u “ 0, up0q “ u0 P H1,
where u “ upt, xq is a complex valued function on R ˆ R3. We assume that V “ V pxq is
a time independent real-valued short range potential having a small negative part. To be
precise, we define the potential class K0 as the norm closure of bounded and compactly
supported functions with respect to the global Kato norm
}V }K :“ sup
xPR3
ż
R3
|V pyq|
|x´ y|dy,
and denote the negative part of V by
V´pxq :“ minpV pxq, 0q.
Throughout this paper, we assume that
(1.1) V P K0 X L3{2
and
(1.2) }V´}K ă 4π.
By the assumptions p1.1q and p1.2q, the Schro¨dinger operator H “ ´∆ ` V has no
eigenvalues, and the solution to the linear Schro¨dinger equation
(1.3) iBtu`∆u´ V u “ 0, up0q “ u0
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satisfies the dispersive estimate [2] and Strichartz estimates. As a consequence, a solution
uptq to (1.3) scatters in L2 (see Lemma 2.9), in the sense that there exists u˘ P L2 such
that
lim
tÑ˘8 }uptq ´ e
it∆u˘}L2 “ 0.
On the other hand, Holmer-Roudenko [9] and Duyckaerts-Holmer-Roudenko [4] obtained
the sharp criteria for global well-posedness and scattering for the homogeneous 3d cubic
focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
(1.4) iBtu`∆u` |u|2u “ 0, up0q “ u0 P H1
in terms of conservation laws of the equation. Here, by homogeneity, we mean that V “ 0.
Motivated by the linear and nonlinear scattering results, it is of interest to investigate the
effect of a potential perturbation on the scattering behavior of solutions to the nonlinear
equation pNLSV q.
By the assumptions p1.1q and p1.2q, the Cauchy problem for pNLSV q is locally well-posed
in H1. Moreover, every H1 solution obeys the mass conservation law,
M ruptqs “
ż
R3
|uptq|2dx “M ru0s
and the energy conservation law,
Eruptqs “ EV ruptqs “ 1
2
ż
R3
|∇uptq|2 ` V |uptq|2dx´ 1
4
ż
R3
|uptq|4dx “ Eru0s.
The goal of this paper is to find criteria for global well-posedness and scattering in terms
of the above two conserved quantities. Here, we say that a solution uptq to pNLSV q scatters
in H1 (both forward and backward in time) if there exist ψ˘ P H1 such that
lim
tÑ˘8 }uptq ´ e
´itHψ˘}H1 “ 0.
Note that by the linear scattering (Lemma 2.9), if the solution uptq to pNLSV q scatters in
H1, then there exist ψ˘0 P L2 such that
lim
tÑ˘8 }uptq ´ e
it∆ψ˘0 }L2 “ 0.
In this way, we extend the works of Holmer-Roudenko [9] and Duyckaerts-Holmer-Roudenko
[4].
1.2. Criteria for global well-posedness. In the first part of this paper, we find criteria
for global well-posedness. As in the homogeneous case pV “ 0q, such criteria can be obtained
from the variational problem that gives the sharp constant for the Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequality,
cGN pV q “ sup
uPH1, u‰0
WV puq,
where
WV puq “
}u}4
L4
}u}L2}H1{2u}3L2
.
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When V “ 0, the sharp constant is attained at the ground state Q solving the nonlinear
elliptic equation
(1.5) ∆Q´Q`Q3 “ 0.
The following proposition is analogous to the variational problem in the inhomogeneous
case.
Proposition 1.1 (Variational problem). Suppose that V satisfies p1.1q and p1.2q.
piq If V´ “ 0, then the sequence tQp¨ ´ nqunPN maximizes WV puq, where Q is the ground
state for the elliptic equation (1.5).
piiq If V´ ‰ 0, then there exists a maximizer Q P H1 solving the elliptic equation
(1.6) p´∆` V qQ`w2QQ´Q3 “ 0, ωQ “ }H
1{2Q}
L2?
3}Q}
L2
,
Moreover, Q satisfies the Pohozhaev identities,
(1.7) }H1{2Q}2L2 “ 3}Q}2L2 , }Q}4L4 “ 4}Q}2L2 .
A related classical problem is to prove existence of ground states in the semi-classical
setting [5, 1], which is, by change of variables, equivalent to
(1.8) p´∆` V pǫ¨qquǫ ` ω2uǫ ´ |uǫ|2uǫ “ 0
for sufficiently small ǫ ą 0, where V is smooth and infxPR3pω2 ` V pǫxqq ą 0. In [1],
considering the equation (1.8) as a perturbation of
´∆u` pω2 ` V p0qqu ´ |u|2u “ 0,
the authors found a ground state using a perturbation theorem in critical point theory. On
the other hand, the ground state Q in Proposition 1.1 piiq is obtained via the concentration-
compactness approach based on profile decomposition [7, 8]. From this, we obtain a ground
state even when V´ is not pointwise-bounded, while V´ is still small in the global Kato
norm.
Remark 1.2. The ground state Q is special in that it satisfies the “exact” Pohozhaev iden-
tities. In general, solutions to p1.6q satisfy the Pohozhaev identities with extra terms (see
Section 4.2). These exact identities will be crucially used to find criteria for global well-
posedness.
To state the main results, we need to introduce the following notation,
ME “
#
M rQsE0rQs if V´ “ 0,
M rQsErQs if V´ ‰ 0,
α “
# }Q}L2}∇Q}L2 if V´ “ 0,
}Q}L2}H1{2Q}L2 if V´ ‰ 0,
where E0rus is the energy without a potential
E0rus “ 1
2
ż
R3
|∇upxq|2dx´ 1
4
ż
R3
|upxq|4dx.
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Our first main theorem provides criteria for global well-posedness in terms of the mass-
energyME and a critical number α.
Theorem 1.3 (Upper-bound versus lower-bound dichotomy). Suppose that V satisfies p1.1q
and p1.2q. We assume that
M ru0sEru0s ăME .
Let uptq be the solution to pNLSV q with initial data u0 P H1.
piq If
}u0}L2}H1{2u0}L2 ă α,
then uptq exists globally in time, and
}u0}L2}H1{2uptq}L2 ă α, @t P R.
piiq If
}u0}L2}H1{2u0}L2 ą α,
then
}u0}L2}H1{2uptq}L2 ą α
during the maximal existence time.
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.3 extends the global-versus-finite time dichotomy in the homoge-
neous case [9, 4], since, if V “ 0, thenME “M rQsE0rQs and α “ }Q}L2}∇Q}L2 .
1.3. Criteria for scattering. The second part of this paper is devoted to investigating
the dynamical behavior of global solutions in Theorem 1.3 piq. In the homogeneous case,
Duyckaerts, Holmer and Roudenko [4] proved that every global solution in Theorem 1.3 piq
has finite Sp 9H1{2q norm (see (2.1)) and, as a consequence, it scatters in H1. Motivated
by this work, we formulate the following scattering conjecture for the perturbed equation
pNLSV q.
Conjecture 1.5 (Scattering). Every global solution satisfying the conditions in Theorem
1.3 piq has finite Sp 9H1{2q-norm, and it scatters in H1.
To prove the scattering conjecture, we employ the robust concentration-compactness ap-
proach. This method has been developed by Colliander-Keel-Staffilani-Takaoka-Tao for
the 3d quintic defocusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation and Kenig-Merle for the energy-
critical focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger and wave equations [12, 13]. It has been successfully
applied to solve scattering problems in various settings.
The method of concentration-compactness can be adapted to pNLSV q as follows. We
assume that the scattering conjecture is not true, and the there is a threshold mass-energy
MEc that is strictly less than ME . Then, we attempt to deduce a contradiction in three
steps.
Step 1. Construct a special solution ucptq, called a minimal blow-up solution, at the thresh-
old between scattering and non-scattering regimes.
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Step 2. Prove that the solution ucptq is precompact in H1.
Step 3. Eliminate a minimal blow-up solution by the localized virial identities and the
sharp Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality.
First, assuming that the scattering conjecture is false, we construct a minimal blow-up
solution (Step 1) and show that it satisfies the compactness properties (Step 2).
Theorem 1.6 (Minimal blow-up solution). If Conjecture 1.5 fails, then there exists a global
solution ucptq such that
M ruc,0sEruc,0s ăME , }uc,0}L2}H1{2uc,0}L2 ă α and }ucptq}Sp 9H1{2q “ 8,
where uc,0 “ ucp0q. Moreover, ucptq is precompact in H1.
The proof of Theorem 1.6 depends heavily on linear profile decomposition. However,
since a potential perturbation breaks the symmetries of the both linear and the nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation, we need to modify the linear profile decomposition (Proposition 5.1)
and its applications. We remark that similar modifications appear in [15], where the authors
established scattering for the defocusing energy critical nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation in
the exterior of a strictly convex obstacle.
For the scattering conjecture, we give a partial answer by eliminating a minimal blow-up
solution (Step 3), provided that a potential is repulsive.
Theorem 1.7 (Scattering, when V is repulsive). Suppose that V satisfies p1.1q and p1.2q.
We also assume that V ě 0, x ¨∇V pxq ď 0 and x ¨∇V P L3{2. If
M ru0sEru0s ăM rQsE0rQs, }u0}L2}H1{2u0}L2 ă }Q}L2}∇Q}L2 ,
then uptq scatters in H1.
To prove Theorem 1.7, we terminate a minimal blow-up solution employing the localized
virial identity
(1.9)
B2t
ż
R3
χR|u|2dx “ 4
3ÿ
i,j“1
Re
ż
R3
BxixjχRBxiuBxjudx´
ż
R3
∆χR|u|4dx
´
ż
R3
∆2χR|u|2dx´ 2
ż
R3
p∇χR ¨∇V q|u|2dx,
where χ P C8c is a radially symmetric function such that χpxq “ |x|2 for |x| ď 1 and
χpxq “ 0 for |x| ě 2, and χR :“ R2χp ¨R q for R ą 0 (see Proposition 7.1). To this end, the
right hand side of p1.9q has to be coercive. However, it may not be coercive due to the last
term in p1.9q,
(1.10) ´ 2
ż
R3
p∇χR ¨∇V q|u|2dx “ ´4
ż
R3
px ¨∇V q|u|2dx` oRp1q.
The repulsive condition guarantees p1.10q to be non-negative.
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The repulsiveness assumption on the potential V in Theorem 1.7 is analogous to the
convexity of the obstacle Ω in [15]. In both cases, once wave packets are reflected by a
potential or a convex obstacle, they never be refocused. However, unlike the obstacle case,
if the confining part of a potential is not strong, then the dynamics of wave packets may not
be changed much. Indeed, scattering for the linear equation (1.3) and small data scattering
for the nonlinear equation pNLSV q are easy to show under the assumptions p1.1q and p1.2q
(Corollary 4.2).
An interesting open question is whether the repulsive condition in Theorem 1.7 is nec-
essary for large data scattering in nonlinear settings. For this question, we address the
following remarks.
Remark 1.8. piq By small modifications of the proofs of our theorems, one can show scat-
tering for a 3d cubic defocusing NLS with a potential
iBtu`∆u´ V u´ |u|2u “ 0, up0q “ u0 P H1,
provided that the confining part of the potential px ¨∇V pxqq` “ maxpx ¨∇V pxq, 0q is small,
precisely
}px ¨∇V pxqq`}K ă 8π
(see Theorem B.1).
piiq The repulsive condition is not needed to construct a minimal blow-up solution (Theorem
1.6). It is used only in the last step to eliminate a minimal blow-up solution by the virial
identity.
piiiq The integral p1.10q in the localized virial identity is originated from the linear part of
the equation pNLSV q. Indeed, if uptq solves the linear Schro¨dingier equation (1.3), then
B2t
ż
R3
χR|u|2dx “ 4
3ÿ
i,j“1
Re
ż
R3
BxixjχRBxiuBxjudx´
ż
R3
∆2χR|u|2dx
´ 2
ż
R3
p∇χR ¨∇V q|u|2dx.
Note that scattering for the linear Schro¨dinger equation (1.3) can be obtained without using
the virial identities. Thus, the localized virial identity may not be the best tool to eliminate
a minimal blow-up.
1.4. Organization of the paper. In §2, we collect preliminary estimates to deal with a
linear operator eitp∆´V q, and record relevant local theories. In §3, we solve the variational
problem (Proposition 1.1). In §4, using the variational problem, we obtain the upper-bound
versus lower-bound dichotomy (Theorem 1.3). In §5-7, we carry out the concentration-
compactness argument with several modifications to overcome the broken symmetry. To
this end, in §5, we establish the linear profile decomposition associated with the scaled linear
propagator (Proposition 5.1). Then, we construct a minimal blow-up solution (Theorem
1.6) in §6. Finally, in §7, we prove scattering by excluding the minimal blow-up solution,
provided that the potential is repulsive (Theorem 1.7).
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1.5. Notations. We denote by NLSV ptqu0 the solution to pNLSV q with the initial data u0.
For r ą 0 and a P R3, we define Vr,a :“ 1r2V p ¨´ar q and Hr,a :“ ´∆` Vr,a.
1.6. Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank his advisor, Justin Holmer, for
his help and encouragement. This work was partially supported by the NSF Grant DMS-
0901582.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Strichartz Estimates and norm equivalence. We record preliminary tools to an-
alyze the perturbed linear propagator e´itH “ eitp∆´V q.
First, we recall the dispersive estimate for the linear propagator e´itH, but for simplicity,
we assume that the negative part of a potential is small.
Lemma 2.1 (Dispersive estimate). If V P K0 X L3{2 and }V´}K ă 4π, then
}e´itH}L1ÑL8 À |t|´3{2.
Proof. By Beceanu-Goldberg [2], it suffices to show that H doesn’t have an eigenvalue or a
nonnegative resonance. By Lemma A.1, H is positive, and thus it has no negative eigenvalue.
Moreover, by Ionescu-Jerison [10], there is no positive eigenvalue or resonance. 
By the arguments of Keel-Tao [11] and Foschi [6] in the abstract setting, one can derive
Strichartz estimates from the dispersive estimate and unitarity of the linear propagator
e´itH. For notational convenience, we introduce the following definitions. We say that an
exponent pair pq, rq is called 9Hs-admissible (in 3d) if 2 ď q, r ď 8 and
2
q
` 3
r
“ 3
2
´ s.
We define the Strichartz norm by
}u}SpL2;Iq :“ sup
pq,rq: L2-admissible
2ďqď8, 2ďrď6
}u}Lq
tPIL
r
x
and its dual norm by
}u}S1pL2;Iq :“ infpq,rq: L2-admissible
2ďq˜ď8, 2ďr˜ď6
}u}
L
q˜1
tPIL
r˜1
x
.
We also define the exotic Strichartz norm by
(2.1) }u}
Sp 9H1{2;Iq :“ sup
pq,rq: 9H1{2-admissible
4ďqď8, 3ďrď6
}u}Lq
tPIL
r
x
and its dual norm by
}u}
S1p 9H´1{2;Iq :“ infpq˜,r˜q: 9H´1{2-admissible
4
3
ďq˜ď2´, 3`ďr˜ď6
}u}
L
q˜1
t L
r˜1
x pIˆR3q
.
Here, 2´ is an arbitrarily preselected and fixed number ă 2; similarly for 3`. If the time
interval I is not specified, we take I “ R.
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Remark 2.2. The ranges of exponent pairs in the Sp 9H1{2q-norm and the S1p 9H´1{2q-norm
are chosen to satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1.4 of Foschi [6]. Note that p2, 3q is not
included in S1p 9H´1{2q, since it is not H´ 12 -admissible. If pq, rq “ p4, 6q and pq˜, r˜q “ p4
3
, 6q,
the sharp condition holds. Otherwise, pq, rq and pq˜, r˜q satisfy the non-sharp condition.
Lemma 2.3 (Strichartz estimates). If V P K0 X L3{2 and }V´}K ă 4π, then
}e´itHf}SpL2q À }f}L2 ,››› ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHF psqds
›››
SpL2q
À }F }S1pL2q.
Lemma 2.4 (Kato inhomogeneous Strichartz estimate). If V P K0XL3{2 and }V´}K ă 4π,
then ››› ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHF psqds
›››
Sp 9H1{2q
À }F }
S1p 9H´1{2q.
Remark 2.5. Keel-Tao and Foschi assumed the natural scaling symmetry (see (12) of [11]
and Remark 1.5 of [6]). However, the same proof works without the scaling symmetry.
The following lemma says that the standard Sobolev norms and the Sobolev norms asso-
ciated with H are equivalent for some exponent r. This norm equivalence lemma is crucial
to establish the local theory for the perturbed nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation pNLSV q in
Section 2.2.
Lemma 2.6 (Norm equivalence). If V P K0 X L3{2 and }V´}K ă 4π, then
(2.2) }H s2 f}Lr „ }f} 9W s,r , }p1`Hq
s
2 f}Lr „ }f}W s,r
where 1 ă r ă 3
s
and 0 ď s ď 2.
For the proof, we need the Sobolev inequality associated with H.
Lemma 2.7 (Sobolev inequality). If V P K0 X L3{2 and }V´}K ă 4π, then
}f}Lq À }H
s
2 f}Lp , }f}Lq À }p1`Hq
s
2 f}Lp
where 1 ă p ă q ă 8, 1 ă p ă 3
s
, 0 ď s ď 2 and 1
q
“ 1
p
´ s
3
.
Proof. Let a “ 0 or 1. It follows from [19, Theorem 2] that the heat operator e´tpa`Hq
obeys the gaussian heat kernel estimate, that is,
0 ď e´tpa`Hqpx, yq ď A1
t3{2
e´A2
|x´y|2
t @t ą 0,@x, y P R3
for some A1, A2 ą 0. Applying it to
pa`Hq´ s2 “ 1
Γpsq
ż 8
0
e´tpa`Hqt
s
2
´1ds,
we show that the kernel of pa`Hq´ s2 satisfies
|pa`Hq´ s2 px, yq| À 1|x´ y|3´s .
This implies that }pa`Hq´ s2 f}Lq À }f}Lp with p, q, s in Lemma 2.7. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let a “ 0 or 1. We claim that
}pa`Hqf}Lr „ }pa`∆qf}Lr , @1 ă r ă 32 .
Indeed, by Ho¨lder’s inequality and the Sobolev inequality, we have
}pa`Hqf}Lr ď }pa´∆qf}Lr ` }V f}Lr
ď }pa´∆qf}Lr ` }V }L3{2}f}
L
3r
3´2r
À }pa´∆qf}Lr .
Similarly, by Ho¨lder’s inequality and the Sobolev inequality (Lemma 2.7),
}pa´∆qf}Lr ď }pa`Hqf}Lr ` }V f}Lr
ď }pa`Hqf}Lr ` }V }L3{2}f}
L
3r
3´2r
À }pa`Hqf}Lr .
Next, we claim that the imaginary power operator pa`Hqiy satisfies
}pa´∆qiy}LrÑLr , }pa`Hqiy}LrÑLr À xyy3{2, @y P R and @1 ă r ă 8.
Indeed, since the heat kernel operator e´tH obeys the gaussian heat kernel estimate (see
the proof of Lemma 2.7), these bounds follow from Sikora-Wright [18].
Combining the above two claims, we obtain that
}pa`Hqzf}Lr À xIm zy3{2}pa´∆qzf}Lr ,
}pa´∆qzf}Lr À xIm zy3{2}pa`Hqzf}Lr
for 1 ă r ă 8 when Re z “ 0 and for 1 ă r ă 3
2
when Re z “ 1. Finally, applying the
Stein-Weiss complex interpolation, we prove the norm equivalence lemma. 
Remark 2.8. The range of exponent r in (2.2) is known to be sharp when s “ 1 [17].
As an application of Strichartz estimates and the norm equivalence, we obtain the linear
scattering.
Lemma 2.9 (Linear scattering). piq Suppose that V P K0 X L3{2 and }V´}K ă 4π. Then,
for any ψ P L2, there exist ψ˜˘ P L2 such that
}eit∆ψ ´ e´itHψ˜˘}L2 Ñ 0 as tÑ ˘8.
piiq If we further assume that V P W 1,3{2, then for any ψ P H1, there exist ψ˜˘ P H1 such
that
}eit∆ψ ´ e´itHψ˜˘}H1 Ñ 0 as tÑ ˘8.
Proof. piq Observe that if uptq solves
iBtu`∆u “ 0ðñ iBtu´Hu “ ´V u
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with initial data ψ, then it solves the integral equation
uptq “ e´itHψ ´ i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHpV upsqqds.
Applying Strichartz estimates, we obtain
}eit1Heit1∆ψ ´ eit2Heit2∆ψ}L2 “ }eit1Hupt1q ´ eit2Hupt2q}L2 “
››› ż t2
t1
eisHpV upsqqds
›››
L2
À }V uptq}
L2
tPrt1,t2s
L
6{5
x
À }V }L3{2}uptq}L2
tPrt1,t2s
L6x
Ñ 0 as t1, t2 Ñ ˘8,
where in the last step, we used the fact that }uptq}L2
tPRL
6
x
“ }eit∆ψ}L2
tPRL
6
x
À }ψ}L2 ă 8 (by
Strichartz estimates). Hence, the limits
ψ˜˘ “ lim
tÑ˘8 e
itHeit∆ψ
exist in L2. Now, repeating the above estimates, we prove that
}eit∆ψ ´ e´itHψ˜˘}L2 “ }eitHeit∆ψ ´ ψ˜˘}L2 “
››› ż ˘8
t
eisHpV upsqqds
›››
L2
À }V upsq}
L2
sPrt,˘8s
L
6{5
x
Ñ 0 as tÑ ˘8.
piiq For scattering in H1, we need to use the norm equivalence lemma, since the linear
propagator eitH and the derivative don’t commute. First, by the norm equivalence, we get
}eit1Heit1∆ψ ´ eit2Heit2∆ψ}H1 „ }p1`Hq1{2peit1Heit1∆ψ ´ eit2Heit2∆ψq}L2
“
›››p1`Hq1{2 ż t2
t1
eisHpV eis∆ψqds
›››
L2
“
››› ż t2
t1
eisHp1`Hq1{2pV eis∆ψqds
›››
L2
.
Applying the Strichartz estimates and the norm equivalence again, we obtain that
}eit1Heit1∆ψ ´ eit2Heit2∆ψ}H1 À }p1`Hq1{2pV eit∆ψq}L2
tPrt1,t2s
L
6{5
x
„ }V eit∆ψ}
L2
tPrt1,t2s
W
1,6{5
x
À }V }W 1,3{2}eit∆ψ}L2
tPrt1,t2s
W
1,6
x
Ñ 0
as t1, t2 Ñ ˘8, since }eit∆ψ}L2
tPRW
1,6
x
À }φ}H1 . Therefore, the limits
ψ˜˘ “ lim
tÑ˘8 e
itHeit∆ψ
exist in H1. Moreover, repeating the above estimates, we show that peit∆ψ´ e´itHψ˜˘q Ñ 0
in H1 as tÑ ˘8. 
Remark 2.10 (Scaling and spatial translation). Note that the implicit constants for the
above estimates are independent of the scaling and translation V pxq ÞÑ Vr0,x0 “ 1r2
0
V p ¨´x0
r0
q.
For example, let c “ cpV q ą 0 be the sharp constant for Strichartz estimate. Then, by
Strichartz estimate for eitp∆´V q, we have
}eitp∆´Vr0,x0qpfp ¨´x0
r0
qq}LqtLrx “ }pe
i¨p´∆`V qfqp t
r2
0
, x´x0
r0
q}LqtLrx “ r
2
q
` 3
r
0 }eitp´∆`V qf}LqtLrx
ď r
2
q
` 3
r
0 cpV q}f}L2x “ r
2
q
` 3
r
´ 3
2
0 cpV q}fp ¨´x0r0 q}L2x “ cpV q}fp ¨´x0r0 q}L2x .
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Since r0, x0 and f are arbitrarily chosen, this proves that cpVr0,x0q “ cpV q for all r0 ą 0
and x0 P R3.
2.2. Local theory. Now we present the local theory for the perturbed equation pNLSV q.
We note that the statements and the proofs of the following lemmas are similar to those for
the homogeneous equation pNLS0q (see [9, Section 2]). The only difference in the proofs is
that the norm equivalence (Lemma 2.6) is used in several steps.
Lemma 2.11 (Local well-posedness). pNLSV q is locally well-posed in H1.
Proof. We define Φu0 by
Φu0pvq :“ e´itHu0 ` i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHp|v|2vqpsqds.
We claim that
}H1{2Φu0pvq}SpL2;Iq ď c}u0}H1 ` cT 1{2}H1{2v}3SpL2;Iq.
Indeed, by Strichartz estimates and the norm equivalence, we obtain
}H1{2Φu0pvq}SpL2;Iq À }H1{2u0}L2 ` }H1{2p|v|2vq}L2
tPIL
6{5
x
„ }u0}H1 ` }x∇yp|v|2vq}L2
tPIL
6{5
x
(norm equivalence)
À }u0}H1 ` T 1{2}v}L8
tPIH
1
x
}v}2L8
tPIL
6
x
ď }u0}H1 ` T 1{2}x∇yv}3L8
tPIL
2
„ }u0}H1 ` T 1{2}H1{2v}3L8
tPIL
2 (norm equivalence)
ď }u0}H1 ` T 1{2}H1{2v}3SpL2;Iq.
Similarly, one can show that
}H1{2pΦu0pv1q ´ Φu0pv2qq}SpL2;Iq
ď cT 1{2p}H1{2v1}2SpL2;Iq ` }H1{2v2}2SpL2;Iqq}H1{2pv1 ´ v2q}SpL2;Iq.
Therefore, taking sufficiently small T ą 0, we conclude that Φu0 is a contraction on
B “ tv : }H1{2v}SpL2q ď 2c}u0} 9H1{2u.

Lemma 2.12 (Small data). For A ą 0, there exists δsd “ δsdpAq ą 0 such that if }u0} 9H1{2 ď
A and }e´itHu0}Sp 9H1{2q ď δsd, then the solution uptq is global in 9H1{2. Moreover,
}u}
Sp 9H1{2q ď 2}e´itHu0}Sp 9H1{2q, }H1{4u}SpL2q À }u0} 9H1{2 .
Proof. Let Φu0 be in Lemma 2.11. By Strichartz estimates and the norm equivalence,
}H1{4e´itHu0}SpL2q À }H1{4u0}L2 „ }u0} 9H1{2 .
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By the Kato Strichartz estimate and the Sobolev inequality (Lemma 2.7),››› ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHp|v|2vqpsqds
›››
Sp 9H1{2q
À }|v|2v}
L
5{2
t L
15{11
x
ď }v}2
L5t,x
}v}L8t L3x
À }v}2
L5t,x
}H1{4v}L8t L2x ,
and by Strichartz estimates, the norm equivalence and the fractional Leibniz rule,›››H1{4 ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHp|v|2vqpsqds
›››
SpL2q
À }H1{4p|v|2vq}
L
10{7
t,x
„ }|∇|1{2p|v|2vq}
L
10{7
t,x
À }v}2
L5t,x
}|∇|1{2v}
L
10{3
t,x
„ }v}2
L5t,x
}H1{4v}
L
10{3
t,x
.
Therefore, we obtain that
}Φu0pvq}Sp 9H1{2q ď }e´itHu0}Sp 9H1{2q ` c}v}2Sp 9H1{2q}H1{4v}SpL2q,
}H1{4Φu0pvq}SpL2q ď c}u0} 9H1{2 ` c}v}2Sp 9H1{2q}H1{4v}SpL2q.
Now we let δsd “ minp 14?c , 116c2Aq. Then, Φu0 is a contraction on
B “ tv : }v}
Sp 9H1{2q ď 2}e´itHu0}Sp 9H1{2q, }H1{4v}SpL2q ď 2c}u0} 9H1{2u.

It follows from the local well-posedness (Lemma 2.11) that if a solution is uniformly
bounded in H1 during its existence time, then it exists globally in time. However, uniform
boundedness is not sufficient for scattering. For instance, in the homogeneous case pV “ 0q,
there are infinitely many non-scattering periodic solutions [3]. The following lemma provides
a simple condition for scattering.
Lemma 2.13 (Finite Sp 9H1{2q norm implies scattering). Suppose that uptq is a global solu-
tion satisfying
sup
tPR
}uptq}H1 ă 8.
If uptq has finite Sp 9H1{2q norm, then uptq scatters in H1 as tÑ ˘8.
Proof. We define
ψ˘ :“ up0q ` i
ż ˘8
0
eisHp|u|2uqpsqds “ up0q ` i lim
tÑ˘8
ż t
0
eisHp|u|2uqpsqds.
Indeed, such limits exist in H1, since by the norm equivalence and Strichartz estimates,
(2.3)
››› ż t2
t1
eisHp|u|2uqpsqds
›››
H1
„
›››p1`Hq1{2 ż t2
t1
eisHp|u|2uqpsqds
›››
L2x
À }p1`Hq1{2p|u|2uq}
L2
rt1,t2s
L
6{5
x
„ }|u|2u}
L2
rt1,t2s
W
1,6{5
x
ď }u}L8t H1x}u}2L4rt1,t2sL6x Ñ 0
as t1, t2 Ñ ˘8. Hence, ψ˘ is well-defined. Then, repeating the estimates in p2.3q, we
conclude that
}uptq ´ e´itHψ˘}H1 “
››› ż ˘8
t
eisHp|u|2uqpsqds
›››
H1
À ¨ ¨ ¨ À }u}L8t H1x}u}2L4rt,˘8sL6x Ñ 0
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as tÑ ˘8. 
Lemma 2.14 (Long time perturbation lemma). For A ą 0, there exist ǫ0 “ ǫ0pAq ą 0 and
C “ CpAq ą 0 such that the following holds: Let uptq P CtpR;H1xq be a solution to pNLSV q.
Suppose that u˜ptq P CtpR;H1xq is a solution to the perturbed pNLSV q
iu˜t ´Hu˜` |u˜|2u˜ “ e
satisfying
}u˜}
Sp 9H1{2q ď A, }e´ipt´t0qHpupt0q ´ u˜pt0qq}Sp 9H1{2q ď ǫ0 and }e}S1p 9H´1{2q ď ǫ0.
Then,
}u}
Sp 9H1{2q ď C “ CpAq.
Proof. We omit the proof, since it is similar to that for [9, Proposition 2.3]. Indeed, as
we observed in the proofs of the previous lemmas, one can easily modify the proof of [9,
Proposition 2.3] using the norm equivalence (Lemma 2.6). 
3. Variational Problem
In this section, we prove Proposition 1.1. Precisely, we will find a maximizer or a maxi-
mizing sequence for the nonlinear functional
WV puq “
}u}4
L4
}u}L2}H1{2u}3L2
“ }u}
4
L4
}u}L2p}∇u}2L2 `
ş
R3
V |u|2dxq3{2 .
3.1. Nonnegative potential. We will show Proposition 1.1 piq. If V ě 0, then one can
find a maximizing sequence simply by translating the ground state Q for the nonlinear
elliptic equation
∆Q´Q`Q3 “ 0.
Indeed, the sharp constant for the standard Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality is given by the
ground state Q, precisely,
}u}4L4 ď
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
}u}L2}∇u}3L2 ðñW0pQq ěW0puq.
Moreover, we have
lim
nÑ8WV pQp¨ ´ nqq “ limnÑ8
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2p}∇Q}2L2 `
ş
R3
V Qp¨ ´ nq2dxq3{2 “W0pQq.
On the other hand, since V ě 0, it is obvious that
W0puq ąWV puq.
Collecting all, we conclude that
lim
nÑ8WV pQp¨ ´ nqq ąWV puq, @u P H
1.
Therefore, we conclude that tQp¨ ´ nqu8n“1 is a maximizing sequence for WV puq.
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3.2. Potential having a negative part. We prove Proposition 1.1 piiq by two steps.
First, we find a maximizer. Then, we show the properties of the maximizer.
3.2.1. Maximizer. We will find a maximizer using the profile decomposition of Hmidi-
Keraani [8].
Lemma 3.1 (Profile decomposition [8, Proposition 3.1]). If tunu8n“1 is a bounded sequence
in H1, then there exist a subsequence of tunu8n“1 (still denoted by tunu8n“1), functions ψj P
H1 and spatial sequences txjnu8n“1 such that for J ě 1,
un “
Jÿ
j“1
ψjp¨ ´ xjnq `RJn.
The profiles are asymptotically orthogonal: For j ‰ k,
|xjn ´ xkn| Ñ 8 as nÑ8
and for 1 ď j ď J ,
(3.1) RJnp¨ ` xjnq á 0 weakly in H1.
The remainder sequence is asymptotically small:
lim
JÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
}RJn}L4 “ 0.
Moreover, the decomposition obeys the asymptotic Pythagorean expansion
}un}2L2 “
Jÿ
j“1
}ψj}2L2 ` }RJn}2L2 ` onp1q,
}∇un}2L2 “
Jÿ
j“1
}∇ψj}2L2 ` }∇RJn}2L2 ` onp1q.
We also use the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 ą 0. If there exists ǫ P p0, 1q such that if ǫ ă a2a1 ă 1ǫ ,
then
c1 ` c2
pa1 ` a2q1{2pb1 ` b2q3{2
ď p1´ ǫ
8
q
´
max
i“1,2
ci
a
1{2
i b
3{2
i
¯
.
Proof. Let α “ a2
a1
(ñ α P pǫ, 1
ǫ
q) and β “ b2
b1
. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that c1
a
1{2
1
b
3{2
1
ě c2
a
1{2
2
b
3{2
2
(ñ c2
c1
ď α1{2β3{2). Then, we have
c1 ` c2
pa1 ` a2q1{2pb1 ` b2q3{2
“ c1
a
1{2
1 b
3{2
1
1` c2{c1
p1` αq1{2p1` βq3{2 ď
c1
a
1{2
1 b
3{2
1
1` α1{2β3{2
p1` αq1{2p1` βq3{2 .
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By the Young’s inequality ab ď 1
4
a4 ` 3
4
b4{3, it follows that
1` α1{2β3{2
p1` αq1{2p1` βq3{2 “
1
p1` αq1{2p1` βq3{2 `
1
p1` 1
α
q1{2p1` 1
β
q3{2
ď 1
4p1` αq2 `
3
4p1 ` βq2 `
1
4p1` 1
α
q2 `
3
4p1 ` 1
β
q2 “
1` α2
4p1 ` αq2 `
3p1` β2q
4p1` βq2
“ 1´ α
2p1 ` αq2 ´
3β
2p1` βq2 ď 1´
ǫ
2p1` 1
ǫ
q2 ď 1´
ǫ
8
.

Let tunu8n“1 be a maximizing sequence. Note that Lemma 3.1 cannot be directly applied
to the sequence tunu8n“1, because tunu8n“1 may not be bounded in H1. Hence, instead of
tunu8n“1, we consider the following sequence. For each n, we pick αn, rn ą 0 such that
}αnunp ¨rn q}2L2 “ α2nr3n}un}2L2 “ 1,
}H1{2rn αnunp ¨rn q}2L2 “ α2nrn}H1{2un}L2 “ 1,
where Hr “ ´∆` 1r2V p ¨r q. Since WV pαuq “ WV puq, replacing tunu8n“1 by tαnunu8n“1, we
may assume that }unp ¨rn q}L2 “ 1 and }H
1{2
rn unp ¨rn q}L2 “ 1. Set u˜n “ unp ¨rn q. Then, tu˜nu8n“1
is a bounded sequence in H1, because by the norm equivalence,
}u˜n}2L2 “ 1, }∇u˜n}2L2 „ }H1{2rn u˜n}2L2 “ 1.
Now, applying Lemma 3.1 to pu˜nq, we write
(3.2) u˜n “
Jÿ
j“1
ψjp¨ ´ xjnq `RJn.
(Step 1. ψj “ 0 for all j ě 2) We will show that ψj “ 0 for all j ě 2. For contradiction,
we assume that ψj ‰ 0 for some j ě 2.. Extracting a subsequence, we may assume that
rn Ñ r0 P r0,`8s and x1n Ñ x10 P R3 Y t8u. By Lemma 3.1, we have
(3.3)
1
2
}ψj}29H1 ď }R1n}29H1 ď C,
1
2
}ψj}2L2 ď }R1n}2L2 ď C,
1
2
}ψj}4L4 ď }R1n}4L4 ď C
for all sufficiently large n. Let
a1pnq “ }ψ1}2L2 , b1pnq “ }H1{2rn pψ1p¨ ´ x1nqq}2L2 , c1pnq “ }ψ1}4L4 ,
a2pnq “ }R1n}2L2 , b2pnq “ }H1{2rn R1n}2L2 , c2pnq “ }R1n}4L4 .
We claim that
}u˜n}2L2 “ a1pnq ` a2pnq ` onp1q,(3.4)
}H1{2rn u˜n}2L2 “ b1pnq ` b2pnq ` onp1q,(3.5)
}u˜n}4L4 “ c1pnq ` c2pnq ` onp1q.(3.6)
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First, p3.4q follows from the asymptotic Pythagorean expansion in Lemma 3.1. For p3.5q,
we write
}H1{2rn u˜n}2L2 “ }H1{2rn ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq}2L2 ` }H1{2rn R1n}2L2 ` 2Rex∇ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq,∇R1nyL2 .
` 2Re
ż
R3
Vrnψ
1p¨ ´ x1nqR1ndx.
By p3.1q, the third term is onp1q. It suffices to show that the last term is onp1q. If rn Ñ
r0 P p0,`8q and x1n Ñ x10 P R3, thenż
R3
Vrnψ
1p¨ ´ x1nqR1ndx “
ż
R3
Vr0p¨ ` x10qψ1R1np¨ ` x1nqdx` onp1q
“ xp1´∆q´1pVr0p¨ ` x10qψ1q, R1np¨ ` x1nqyH1 ` onp1q “ onp1q,
where the last step follows from p3.2q and
}p1´∆q´1pVr0p¨ ` x10qψ1q}H1 “ }x∇y´1pVr0p¨ ` x10qψ1q}L2 À }Vr0p¨ ` x10qψ1}L6{5
ď }Vr0p¨ ` x10q}L3{2}ψ1}L6 ď }V }L3{2}ψ1}H1 .
On the other hand, if rn Ñ 0, rn Ñ `8 or x1n Ñ8, thenˇˇˇ ż
R3
Vrnψ
1p¨ ´ x1nqR1ndx
ˇˇˇ
ď }Vrnp¨ ` x1nqψ1}L6{5}R1n}L6 À }Vrnp¨ ` x1nqψ1}L6{5}R1n} 9H1 .
But, since
}Vrnp¨ ` x1nqψ1}L6{5 ď }Vrnp¨ ` x1nq}L3{2}ψ1}L6 “ }V }L3{2}ψ1}L6 ă 8,
we have
}Vrnp¨ ` x1nqψ1}L6{5 Ñ 0
as rn Ñ 0, rn Ñ `8 or xn Ñ 8. To prove p3.6q, given ǫ ą 0, by the asymptotic smallness
of the remainder sequence in Lemma 3.1, one can find J " 1 such that }RJn}4L4 ď ǫ for large
n. Then, due to the asymptotic orthogonality of profiles, we obtain
}u˜n}4L4 “
››› Jÿ
j“1
ψjp¨ ´ xjnq `RJn
›››4
L4
“ }ψ1}4L4 `
››› Jÿ
j“2
ψjp¨ ´ xjnq
›››4
L4
`
Jÿ
j“1
x|ψj |2ψj , RJnp¨ ` xjnqyL2 ` onp1q `Opǫq.
Observe that››› Jÿ
j“2
ψjp¨ ´ xjnq
›››4
L4
“ }RJn ´R1n}4L4 ` onp1q “ }R1n}4L4 ` onp1q `Opǫq
For each j, we choose ϕj P C8c such that }ϕj ´ |ψj |2ψj}L2 ď ǫ{J . This is possible, because
}|ψj |2ψj}L2 “ }ψj}3L6 À }ψj}3H1 ă 8. Then,
Jÿ
j“1
|x|ψj |2ψj , RJnp¨ ` xjnqyL2 | ď
Jÿ
j“1
|xϕj , RJnp¨ ` xjnqyL2 | `Opǫq Ñ Opǫq.
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Therefore, we get
}u˜n}4L4 “ }ψ1}4L4 ` }R1n}4L4 ` onp1q `Opǫq.
Since ǫ ą 0 is arbitrary, this proves p3.6q.
By Lemma 3.2, it follows from p3.3q, p3.4q, p3.5q and p3.6q that
lim
nÑ8WV punq “ limnÑ8
}u˜n}4L4
}u˜n}L2}H1{2rn u˜n}3L2
“ lim
nÑ8
c1pnq ` c2pnq
pa1pnq ` a2pnqq1{2pb1pnq ` b2pnqq3{2
is strictly less than
lim
nÑ8WV pψ
1prn ¨ ´x1nqq “ lim
nÑ8
}ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq}4L4
}ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq}L2}H1{2rn ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq}3L2
“ lim
nÑ8
c1pnq
a1pnq1{2b1pnq3{2
or
lim
nÑ8WV pR
1
nprn¨qq “ lim
nÑ8
}R1n}4L4
}R1n}L2}H1{2rn R1n}3L2
“ lim
nÑ8
c2pnq
a2pnq1{2b2pnq3{2
.
This contradicts to the maximality of tunu8n“1.
(Step 2. R1n Ñ 0 in H1) Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that lim
nÑ8}R
1
n}H1
exists. For contradiction, we assume that
(3.7) lim
nÑ8}R
1
n}H1 ą 0.
As in the proof of p3.5q, one can show that
(3.8)
ż
R3
Hrnpψ1p¨ ´ x1nqqR1ndxÑ 0.
Moreover, by the asymptotic smallness of the remainder in Lemma 3.1, passing to a subse-
quence, we have }R1n}L4 Ñ 0. Therefore, we get
cGN “ lim
nÑ8WV punq “ limnÑ8
}un}4L4
}un}L2}H1{2un}3L2
“ lim
nÑ8
}u˜n}4L4
}u˜n}L2}H1{2rn u˜n}3L2
ă lim
nÑ8
}ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq}4L4
}ψ1p¨ ´ x1nq}L2}H1{2rn pψ1p¨ ´ x1nqq}3L2
(by Step 1, p3.7q and p3.8q)
“ lim
nÑ8
}ψ1prn ¨ ´x1nq}4L4
}ψ1prn ¨ ´x1nq}L2}H1{2ψ1prn ¨ ´x1nq}3L2
“ lim
nÑ8WV pψ
1p ¨
rn
´ x1nqq,
which contradicts maximality of tunu8n“1. Therefore, we should have R1n Ñ 0 in H1.
(Step 3. Convergence of txnu8n“1 and trnu8n“1) So far, we proved that, passing to a
subsequence,
unpxq “ ψprnx´ xnq,
where rn Ñ r0 P r0,`8s and xn Ñ x0 P R3 Y t8u. Suppose that rn Ñ 0, rn Ñ `8 or
xn Ñ8. Then, by the “free” Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and the assumption, we have
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
ě }ψ}
4
L4
}ψ}L2}∇ψ}3L2
“ lim
nÑ8WV pψprn ¨ ´xnqq “ limnÑ8WV punq.
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On the other hand, since V´ ‰ 0, there exist x˚ P R3 and a small ǫ ą 0 such thatş
R3
V Q2p ¨´x˚
ǫ
qdx ă 0. Thus, it follows that
WV pQpx´x˚ǫ qq ą
}Qpx´x˚
ǫ
q}4
L4
}Qpx´x˚
ǫ
q}L2}∇Qpx´x˚ǫ q}3L2
“ }Q}
4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
.
Combining two inequalities, we deduce a contradiction.
(Step 4. Find Q) Replacing ψpr0 ¨ ´x0q by ψ, we say that ψ is a maximizer of WV puq.
Then, it solves the Euler-Lagrange equation equivalently,
xHψ ´ }H
1{2ψ}2
L2
3}ψ}2
L2
ψ ´ 4}H
1{2ψ}2
L2
3}ψ}4
L4
|ψ|2ψ, vy “ 0
for all v P H1. We set
Q :“ 2}H
1{2ψ}L2?
3}ψ}2
L4
ψ.
Then, Q is a weak solution to the ground state equation p1.6q. We claim that Q is a strong
solution. Indeed, by p1.6q and the Ho¨lder inequality, we have
|xHQ, vyL2 | “ ω2Q|xQ, vyL2 | ` |x|Q|2Q, vyL2 | ď ω2Q}Q}L2}v}L2 ` }Q}3L6}v}L2 À }v}L2 .
Hence, we conclude that p1.6q holds in L2.
3.2.2. Pohozhaev identities. For ω ą 0, let Qω be a strong solution to
(3.9) p´∆` V qQω ` ω2Qω ´ |Qω|2Qω “ 0.
Multiplying p3.9q by Qω (and px ¨∇Qωq), integrating and applying integration by parts, we
get $’&
’%
}H1{2Qω}2L2 ` ω2}Qω}2L2 ´ }Qω}4L4 “ 0,
}H1{2Qω}2L2 ` 3ω2}Qω}2L2 ´
3
2
}Qω}4L4 `
ż
R3
p2V ` px ¨∇V qq|Qω|2dx “ 0.
Solving it as a system of equations for }H1{2Qω}2L2 and }Qω}4L4 , we obtain
(3.10) }H1{2Qω}2L2 “ 3ω2}Qω}2L2 ` (extra term), }Qω}4L4 “ 4ω2}Qω}2L2 ` (extra term).
where (extra term) “ ş
R3
p4V ` 2px ¨∇V qq|Qω|2dx.
Remark 3.3. If V “ 0, then }∇Qω}2L2 “ 3ω2}Qω}2L2 and }Qω}4L4 “ 4ω2}Qω}2L2 .
Proposition 3.4 (Pohozhaev identities). Let Q be the ground state given in Proposition
1.1. Then,
(3.11) }H1{2Q}2L2 “ 3ω2Q}Q}2L2 , }Q}4L4 “ 4ω2Q}Q}2L2 .
Proof. Plugging ωQ “ }H
1{2Q}
L2?
3}Q}
L2
into p3.10q, we see that the extra term should be zero. 
4. Criteria for Global Well-posedness
We find the criteria for global well-posedness (Theorem 1.3), and obtain properties of
such global solutions.
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4.1. Criteria for global well-posedness. We prove Theorem 1.3. By Proposition 1.1
and the Pohozaev identities, we prove that if V is nonnegative,
ME “ }Q}2L2
´1
2
}∇Q}2L2 ´
1
4
}Q}4L4
¯
“ 1
2
}Q}4L2 “
1
6
}Q}2L2}∇Q}2L2 “
α2
6
,
cGN “
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
“ 4
3}Q}L2}∇Q}L2
“ 4
3α
,
but if V has nontrivial negative part,
ME “ }Q}2L2
´1
2
}H1{2Q}2L2 ´
1
4
}Q}4L4
¯
“ 1
2
}Q}4L2 “
1
6
}Q}2L2}H1{2Q}2L2 “
α2
6
,
cGN “
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2}H1{2Q}3L2
“ 4
3}Q}L2}H1{2Q}L2
“ 4
3α
,
Then, it follows from the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality and the energy conservation law
that
ME ąM ru0sEru0s “M ru0sEruptqs “ }u0}2L2
´1
2
}H1{2uptq}2L2 ´
1
4
}uptq}4L4
¯
ě }u0}2L2
´1
2
}H1{2uptq}2L2 ´
1
4
cGN}u0}L2}H1{2uptq}3L2
¯
“ fppgptqq,
where fpxq “ x2
2
´ x3
3α
and gptq “ }u0}L2}H1{2uptq}L2 . Observe that fpxq is concave for x ě 0
and it has a unique maximum at x “ α, fpαq “ α2
6
“ ME . Moreover, by H1-continuity
of solutions to pNLSV q, gptq is continuous. Therefore, we conclude that either gptq ă α or
gptq ą α.
4.2. Properties of global solutions. We prove important properties of solutions obeying
assumptions in Theorem 1.3 piq.
Lemma 4.1 (Comparability of gradient and energy). In the situation of Theorem 1.3 piq,
we have
2Eru0s ď }H1{2uptq}2L2 ď 6Eru0s, @t P R.
Proof. The first inequality is trivial. For the second inequality, by the energy conservation
law, we obtain
Eru0s “ Eruptqs “ 1
2
}H1{2uptq}2L2 ´
1
4
}uptq}4L4 ď
1
2
}H1{2uptq}2L2 .
By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (with cGN “ 43α ) and Theorem 1.3 piq, we obtain
}uptq}4L4 ď
4
3α
}uptq}L2}H1{2uptq}3L2 ď
4
3
}H1{2uptq}2L2 .
Therefore, by the energy conservation law, we conclude that
Eru0s “ Eruptqs “ 1
2
}H1{2uptq}2L2 ´
1
4
}uptq}4L4 ě
1
6
}H1{2uptq}2L2 .

Corollary 4.2 (Small data scattering). If }u0}H1 is sufficiently small, then uptq “ NLSV ptqu0
scatters in H1 as tÑ ˘8.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1 and the norm equivalence, we have
M ru0sEru0s „ }u0}2L2}H1{2u0}2L2 À }u0}4H1 ! 1.
Hence, it follows from Theorem 1.3 that uptq is global, and }uptq}H1 is uniformly bounded.
Moreover, by Strichartz estimates and the norm equivalence,
}e´itHu0}Sp 9H1{2q À }u0} 9H1{2 ! 1.
By Lemma 2.12, this implies that }uptq}
Sp 9H1{2q ă 8. Thus, by Lemma 2.12, we conclude
that uptq scatters in H1. 
Proposition 4.3 (Existence of wave operators). If
1
2
}ψ˘}L2}H1{2ψ˘}L2 ăME ,
then there exists unique u0 P H1, obeying the assumptions in Theorem 1.3 piq, such that
(4.1) lim
tÑ˘8 }NLSV ptqu0 ´ e
´itHψ˘}H1 “ 0.
Proof. For sufficiently small ǫ ą 0, choose T " 1 such that }e´itHψ`}
Sp 9H1{2;rT,`8qq ď ǫ.
Then, as we proved in Lemma 2.12, one can show that the integral equation
uptq “ e´itHψ` ´ i
ż `8
t
e´itHp|u|2uqpsqds
has a unique solution such that }x∇yu}SpL2;rT,`8qq ď 2}ψ`}H1 and }u}Sp 9H1{2;rT,`8qq ď 2ǫ.
Observe that by Strichartz estimates and the norm equivalence,
}uptq ´ e´itHψ`}L8
tPrT,`8qH
1
x
ď
››› ż `8
t
e´itHp|u|2uqpsqds
›››
L8
tPrT,`8q
H1x
À }|u|2u}
L
10{7
tPrT,`8q
W
1,10{7
x
À }u}
L
10{3
tPrT,`8q
W
1,10{3
x
}u}2
L5
tPrT,`8q
L5x
ď 2}ψ`}H1p2ǫq2.
Since ǫ ą 0 is arbitrarily small, this proves that }uptq ´ e´itHψ`}H1 Ñ 0 as t Ñ `8. By
the energy conservation law and Lemma 4.1, we obtain that
M rupT qsErupT qs “ lim
tÑ`8M ruptqsEruptqs “ limtÑ`8M re
´itHψ`sEre´itHψ`s
“ lim
tÑ`8 }ψ
`}2L2
´1
2
}H1{2ψ`}2L2 ´
1
4
}e´itHψ`}4L4
¯
ď 1
2
}ψ`}2L2}H1{2ψ`}2L2 ăME .
Moreover, we have
lim
tÑ`8 }uptq}
2
L2}H1{2uptq}2L2 “ }e´itHψ`}2L2}H1{2e´itHψ`}2L2
“ }ψ`}2L2}H1{2ψ`}2L2 ă 2ME “
α2
3
ă α2.
Hence, for sufficiently large T , upT q satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 1.3 piq, which
implies that uptq is a global solution in H1. Let u0 “ up0q. Then, uptq “ NLSV ptqu0
satisfies p4.1q for positive time. By the same way, one can show p4.1q for negative time. 
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5. Linear Profile Decomposition associate with a Perturbed Linear
Propagator
We establish the linear profile decomposition associated with a perturbed linear propaga-
tor. This profile decomposition will play a crucial role in construction of a minimal blow-up
solution.
Proposition 5.1 (Linear profile decomposition). Suppose that rn “ 1, rn Ñ 0 or rn Ñ8.
If tunu8n“1 is a bounded sequence in H1, then there exist a subsequence of tunu8n“1 (still
denoted by tunu8n“1), functions ψj P H1, time sequences ttjnu8n“1 and spatial sequences
txjnu8n“1 such that for every J ě 1,
(5.1) un “
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn.
The time sequences and the spatial sequences have the following properties. For every j,
(5.2) tjn “ 0 or tjn Ñ8, and xjn “ 0 or xjn Ñ 8.
For every j ‰ k,
(5.3) tjn ´ tkn “ 0 or tjn ´ tkn Ñ8, and xjn ´ xkn “ 0 or xjn ´ xkn Ñ8.
The profiles in p5.1q are asymptotically orthogonal each other: For every j ‰ k,
(5.4) |tjn ´ tkn| ` |xjn ´ xkn| Ñ 8
and for 1 ď j ď J ,
(5.5) pe´itjnHrnRJnqp¨ ` xjnq á 0 weakly in H1.
The remainder sequence is asymptotically small:
(5.6) lim
JÑ8
”
lim
nÑ8 }e
´itHrnRJn}Sp 9H1{2q
ı
“ 0.
Moreover, we have the asymptotic Pythagorean expansion:
}un}2L2 “
Jÿ
j“1
}ψj}2L2 ` }RJn}2L2 ` onp1q,(5.7)
}H1{2rn un}2L2 “
Jÿ
j“1
}H1{2rn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}2L2 ` }H1{2rn RJn}2L2 ` onp1q.(5.8)
First, we prove the profile decomposition in the case that the potential V effectively
disappears by scaling .
Proof of Proposition 5.1 when rn Ñ 0 or rn Ñ `8. By the profile decomposition associ-
ated with the free linear propagator [4, Proposition], tunu8n“1 has a subsequence (but still
denoted by tunu8n“1) such that
(5.9) un “
Jÿ
j“1
e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn “
Jÿ
j“1
pe´itjn∆ψjqp¨ ´ xjnq `RJn
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satisfying the properties in Proposition 5.1 with V “ 0. Note that in p5.9q, we may assume
that time sequences ttjnu8n“1 and spatial sequences txjnu8n“1 satisfy p5.2q and p5.3q. Indeed,
passing to a subsequence, we may assume that tjn Ñ tj˚ P RYt8u and xjn Ñ xj˚ P R3Yt8u.
If tj˚ ‰ 8 (xj˚ ‰ 8, resp), we replace e´it
j
n∆ψj (ψjp¨ ´ xjnq, resp) in p5.9q by e´itj˚∆ψj
(ψjp¨ ´ xj˚q, resp). Then, this modified profile decomposition satisfies p5.2q as well as other
properties in Proposition 5.1. Similarly, one can also modify p5.9q so that p5.3q holds.
Now, replacing e´it∆ by eitHrn , we write the profile decomposition
(5.10) un “
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ` R˜Jn,
where
R˜Jn “ RJn `
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq.
We claim that p5.10q has the desired properties. We will show p5.6q only. Indeed, the other
properties can be checked easily by the properties obtained from p5.9q. To this end, we
observe that uptq “ eit∆u0 solves the integral equation
(5.11) eit∆u0 “ eitp∆´V qu0 ` i
ż t
0
eipt´sqp∆´V qpV eis∆u0qds.
Applying p5.11q to e´itHrnRJn “ eitp∆´Vrn qRJn, we get
}e´itHrnRJn}Sp 9H1{2q ď }eit∆RJn}Sp 9H1{2q `
››› ż t
0
eipt´sqp∆´Vrn qpVrneis∆RJnqds
›››
Sp 9H1{2q
À }eit∆RJn}Sp 9H1{2q ` }Vrneis∆RJn}L4tL6{5x (by Lemma 2.4)
ď }eit∆RJn}Sp 9H1{2q ` }Vrn}L3{2eis∆RJn}L4tL6x
“ p1` }V }L3{2q}eit∆RJn}Sp 9H1{2q Ñ 0
as nÑ 8 and J Ñ8. Similarly, we have
(5.12)
}e´itHrn peitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqq}Sp 9H1{2q
“
››› ż 0
´tjn
e´ipt`t
j
n`sqHrn
´
Vrne
is∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq
¯
ds
›››
Sp 9H1{2q
À }Vrne´it∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}L4tL6{5x “ }Vrnp¨ ` x
j
nqe´it∆ψj}L4tL6{5x Ñ 0,
where the last step follows from
}Vrnp¨ ` xjnqe´it∆ψj}L4tL6{5x ď }Vrnp¨ ` x
j
nq}L3{2}e´it∆ψj}L4tL6x “ }V }L3{2}ψ}H1{2 ă 8
and the assumption rn Ñ 0 or rn Ñ `8. Thus, we conclude that R˜Jn has the asymptotic
smallness property p5.6q. 
We give two proofs in the case that rn “ 1. The first one is simpler but it requires more
regularity.
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Proof of Proposition 5.1 when rn “ 1, assuming that V PW 1,3{2. As above, we start from
the profile decomposition p5.9q:
un “
Jÿ
j“1
e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn “
Jÿ
j“1
pe´itjn∆ψjqp¨ ´ xjnq `RJn.
If tjn Ñ 8, by Lemma 2.9, there exists ψ˜j P H1 such that }eitjnHψ˜j ´ e´itjn∆ψj}H1 Ñ 0.
Otherwise (tjn “ 0), we set ψ˜j “ ψj . Then, we write
un “
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHpψ˜jp¨ ´ xjnqq ` R˜Jn,
where
R˜Jn “ RJn `
Jÿ
j“1
e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ eit
j
nHpψ˜jp¨ ´ xjnqq.
It suffices to show the asymptotic smallness p5.6q. Indeed, by the argument to prove p5.12q,
one can prove that
lim
JÑ8
”
lim
nÑ8 }e
´itHRJn}Sp 9H1{2q
ı
“ 0.
If tjn “ 0, it is obvious that
e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ eit
j
nHpψ˜jp¨ ´ xjnqq “ ψj ´ ψj “ 0.
If tjn Ñ8 and xjn “ 0, by the Sobolev inequality and Strichartz estimates, we get
}e´itHpe´itjn∆ψj ´ eitjnHψ˜jq}
Sp 9H1{2q À }H1{2e´itHpe´it
j
n∆ψj ´ eitjnHψ˜jq}SpL2q
À }H1{2pe´itjn∆ψj ´ eitjnHψ˜jq}L2 „ }e´it
j
n∆ψj ´ eitjnHψ˜j} 9H1{2 Ñ 0.
If xjn Ñ8, by p5.11q, Kato’s inhomogeneous Strichartz estimate and the argument used in
p5.12q, we obtain
}e´itHpeitjnHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqq}Sp 9H1{2q
“
›››e´itH´ ż 0
´tjn
e´ipt
j
n`sqHpV eis∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqq
¯›››
Sp 9H1{2q
À }V e´it∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}L4tL6{5x Ñ 0.
Collecting all, we conclude that R˜Jn has asymptotic smallness property. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1 when rn “ 1, without the extra regularity assumption. Repeating the
argument in [9, 4], we obtain a profiles decomposition
(5.13) un “
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn
with properties p5.4q „ p5.8q. We omit the construction of this profile decomposition, since
it is exactly the same as that in [4] except that we need to use norm equivalence in several
steps.
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It remains to modify the profile decomposition p5.13q to obey p5.2q and p5.3q. For each j,
passing to a subsequence, we may assume that tjn Ñ tj˚ P RYt8u and xjn Ñ xj˚ P R3Yt8u.
If tj˚ ‰ 8 and xj˚ ‰ 8, we replace eit
j
nHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq by ψ˜j “ eitj˚Hpψjp¨ ´ xj˚qq. If tj˚ “ 8
and xj˚ ‰ 8, we replace eit
j
nHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq by eitjnHψ˜j , where ψ˜ “ ψjp¨ ´ xj˚q. If tj˚ ‰ 8 and
x
j
˚ “ 8, we replace eit
j
nHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq by ψ˜jp¨ ´ xjnq, where ψ˜j “ e´itj˚∆ψj . We claim that
the remainder is still asymptotically small in the sense of p5.6q (thus, we may assume that
t
j
n “ 0 or tjn Ñ8, and xjn “ 0 or xjn Ñ8). Indeed, in the last case, we have
}e´itHpeitjnHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´it
j
˚∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqq}Sp 9H1{2q
“ }e´itHpeitjnHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqq}Sp 9H1{2q ` onp1q.
Then, by estimates in p5.12q, we prove that
}e´itHpeitjnHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´it
j
n∆pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqq}Sp 9H1{2q Ñ 0.
By the same way, one can show that other modifications are harmless. Moreover, one can
modify the profile decomposition to satisfy p5.3q. 
Corollary 5.2 (Energy Pythagorean expansion). In the situation of Proposition 5.1,
(5.14) EVrn runs “
Jÿ
j“1
EVrn reit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqs `EVrn rRJns ` onp1q.
Proof. By (5.8), it suffices to show that
(5.15)
››› Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn
›››4
L4
“
Jÿ
j“1
}eitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}4L4 ` }RJn}4L4 ` onp1q.
For arbitrary small ǫ ą 0, let ψjǫ P C8c such that }ψj ´ψjǫ }H1 ď ǫ{J . Replacing ψj by ψjǫ in
p5.15q with Opǫq-error, one may assume that ψj P C8c . First, we observe that››› Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq
›››4
L4
“
Jÿ
j“1
}eitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}4L4 ` onp1q.
Indeed, each cross term of its left left hand side is of the form
(5.16)ż
R3
eit
j1
n Hrn pψj1p¨ ´ xj1n qqeit
j2
n Hrn pψj2p¨ ´ xj2n qqeit
j3
n Hrn pψj3p¨ ´ xj3n qqeit
j4
n Hrn pψj4p¨ ´ xj4n qqdx.
If there is one jk such that t
jk
n Ñ 8, for example, say tj1n Ñ 8, by the dispersive estimate,
the Sobolev inequality and the norm equivalence, we have
|p5.16q| ď }eitj1n Hrn pψj1p¨ ´ xj1n qq}L4
ź
k“2,3,4
}eitjkn Hrn pψjkp¨ ´ xjkn qq}L4
À |tj1n |´
3
4 }ψj1}L4{3}ψj2}H1}ψj3}H1}ψj4}H1 Ñ 0.
Otherwise (all tjn are zero), then |xj1n ´ xj2n | Ñ 8. Thus (5.16) converges to zero as nÑ8.
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Moreover, we have
lim
J1Ñ8
lim sup
nÑ8
}RJ1n }L4 “ 0.
Indeed, by (5.6) and (5.8),
}RJ1n }L4 ď }e´itHrnRJ1n }L8t L4x ď }e´itHrnRJ1n }
1{2
L8t L
3
x
}e´itHrnRJ1n }1{2L8t L6x
ď }e´itHrnRJ1n }1{2Sp 9H1{2q}e
´itHrnRJ1n }1{29H1 ď }e
´itHrnRJ1n }1{2Sp 9H1{2q supn }un}
1{2
H1
.
Thus, for ǫ ą 0, there exists J1 " 1 such that }RJ1n }L4 ď ǫ for all sufficiently large n. Hence,
we obtain
}un}4L4 “
J1ÿ
j“1
}eitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}4L4 `Opǫq ` onp1q
“
Jÿ
j“1
}eitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}4L4 ` }RJ1n ´RJn}4L4 `Opǫq ` onp1q
“
Jÿ
j“1
}eitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq}4L4 ` }RJn}4L4 `Opǫq ` onp1q.

6. Construction of a Minimal Blow-up Solution
We define the critical mass-energyMEc by the supremum over all ℓ such that
(6.1) M ru0sEru0s ă ℓ, }u0}L2}H1{2u0}L2 ă αñ }NLSV ptqu0}Sp 9H1{2q ă 8.
Here, MEc is a strictly positive number. Indeed, by the Sobolev inequality, Strichartz
estimates, the norm equivalence and comparability of gradient and energy (Proposition
4.1), we have
}e´itHu0}4Sp 9H1{2q À }H1{4e´itHu0}4SpL2q À }H1{4u0}4L2 „ }|∇|1{2u0}4L2
ď }u0}2L2}∇u0}2L2 „ }u0}2L2}H1{2u0}2L2 „M ru0sEru0s.
Hence, it follows from the small data scattering (Corollary 4.2) that (6.1) holds for all
sufficiently small ℓ ą 0. Note that the scattering conjecture (Conjecture 1.5) is false if and
only ifMEc ăME .
In this section, assuming that the scattering conjecture fails, we construct a global solu-
tion having infinite Strichart norm } ¨ }
Sp 9H1{2q at the critical mass-energyMEc.
Theorem 6.1 (Minimal blow-up). If Conjecture 1.5 is false, there exists uc,0 P H1 such
that
M ruc,0sEruc,0s “MEc, }uc,0}L2}H1{2uc,0}L2 ă α
and
}ucptq}Sp 9H1{2q “ 8,
where ucptq is the solution to pNLSV q with initial data uc,0.
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Proof. By the assumption, there exists a sequence tun,0u8n“1 such that
M run,0sErun,0s ÓMEc, }un,0}L2}H1{2un,0}L2 ă α
and
}unptq}Sp 9H1{2q “ 8,
where unptq “ NLSV ptqun,0. We will extract a critical element uc,0 from the sequence
tun,0u8n“1 by two steps.
(Step 1. Boundedness of tun,0u8n“1) We will show that tun,0u8n“1 is bounded in H1. To
this end, it suffices to show that passing to a subsequence,
(6.2) rn “ }un,0}´2L2 „ 1,
since by the norm equivalence,
}un,0}2H1 “ }un,0}2L2 ` }∇un,0}2L2 „ }un,0}2L2 ` }H1{2un,0}2L2 “ r´2n ` α2r2n.
We assume that rn Ñ 0 or rn Ñ `8, and consider the scaled sequence
tu˜npt, xqu8n“1 “ t 1rnunp tr2n ,
x
rn
qu8n“1 and tu˜n,0u8n“1 “ t 1rnunp ¨rn qu8n“1.
Then, each u˜n solves
(NLSVrn ) iBtu˜n ´Hrnu˜n ` |u˜n|2u˜n “ 0, u˜np0q “ u˜n,0.
The goal is now to show that }u˜n}Sp 9H1{2q “ }un}Sp 9H1{2q “ 8 for sufficiently large n, which
contradicts to the choice of tun,0u8n“1. To this end, we construct an approximation wJnptq of
u˜nptq, and then we show that }wJn}Sp 9H1{2q “ 8 for sufficiently large n. Finally, comparing
u˜nptq with wJnptq by the long time perturbation lemma, we prove that u˜nptq also has infinite
Strichartz norm } ¨ }
Sp 9H1{2q.
Note that tu˜n,0u8n“1 is bounded in H1, since }u˜n,0}2L2 “ rn}un,0}2L2 “ 1 and
}∇u˜n,0}2L2 „ }H1{2rn u˜n,0}2L2 “ }un,0}2L2}H1{2un,0}2L2 ă α2.
Therefore, by Proposition 5.1, extracting to a subsequence, we have
u˜n,0 “
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn.
For each j, if tjn Ñ8, by Proposition 4.3 (with V “ 0), we get ψ˜j P H1 such that
(6.3) }NLS0p´tjnqψ˜j ´ e´it
j
n∆ψj}H1 Ñ 0.
If tjn “ 0, we set ψ˜j “ ψj . Replacing each linear profile by the nonlinear profile, we define
the approximation of u˜nptq by
wJnpt, xq “
Jÿ
j“1
vjpt´ tjn, x´ xjnq,
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where
vjpt, xq “ NLS0ptqψ˜j .
Let w˜Jnptq “ NLS0ptqwJnp0q. We will show that there exists A0 ą 0, independent of J ,
such that
(6.4) }w˜Jnptq}Sp 9H1{2q ď A0
for all n ě n0 “ n0pJq. Indeed, we have
E0rwJnp0qs “
Jÿ
j“1
E0rvjp´tjn, ¨ ´ xjnqs ` onp1q (by orthogonality of ptjn, xjnq)
“
Jÿ
j“1
E0re´it
j
n∆ψjp¨ ´ xjnqs ` onp1q (by p6.3q when tjn Ñ8)
“
Jÿ
j“1
EVrn reit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqqs ` onp1q (by the argument in p5.12q)
ď EVrn ru˜n,0s ` onp1q “ r´1n EV run,0s ` onp1q (by Corollary 5.2).
Similarly, one can show that
M rwJnp0qs ďM ru˜n,0s “ rnM run,0s ` onp1q,
}∇wJnp0q}L2 ď }H1{2rn u˜n,0} “ r´1n }H1{2un,0}L2 ` onp1q.
Therefore, we obtain that
(6.5)
M rwJnp0qsE0rwJnp0qs ďM run,0sErun,0s ` onp1q “MEc ` onp1q ăME
}wJnp0q}L2}∇wJnp0q}L2 ď }un,0}L2}H1{2un,0}L2 ` onp1q ă α.
Moreover, we have
(6.6) ME ďM rQsE0rQs and α ď }Q}L2}∇Q}L2 .
Indeed, if V ě 0, p6.6q is trivial. If V has a nontrivial negative part, by the Gagliardo-
Nirenberg inequality and the Pohozaev identities,
4
3
?
3}Q}3
L2
“ }Q}
4
L4
}Q}L2}H1{2Q}3L2
ě lim
nÑ8
}Qp¨ ´ nq}4
L4
}Qp¨ ´ nq}L2}H1{2Qp¨ ´ nq}3L2
“ }Q}
4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
“ 4
3
?
3}Q}3
L2
.
Thus, by the Pohozaev identities again, we obtain that
ME “M rQsErQs “ 1
2
}Q}4L2 ď
1
2
}Q}4L2 “M rQsE0rQs
and
α “ }Q}L2}H1{2Q}L2 “
?
3}Q}2L2 ă
?
3}Q}2L2 “ }Q}L2}∇Q}L2 .
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Combining p6.5q and p6.6q, we prove that
M rwJnp0qsE0rwJnp0qs ăM rQsE0rQs and }wJnp0q}L2}∇wJnp0q}L2 ă }Q}L2}∇Q}L2 .
Therefore, p6.4q follows from the scattering theorem for the homogeneous nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation [9, 4].
Next, we claim that there exists A1 ą 0, independent of J , such that
(6.7) }wJnptq}Sp 9H1{2q ď A1
for all n ě n1 “ n1pJq. To see this, we observe that wJnptq solves
iBtwJn `∆wJn ` |wJn |2wJn “ e,
where
e “ |wJn |2wJn ´
Jÿ
j“1
|vjpt´ tjn, x´ xjnq|2vjpt´ tjn, x´ xjnq.
Here, by the asymptotic orthogonality of parameters ptjn, xjnq, the cross terms in e vanishes
as nÑ 8. Hence, we have
}e}
S1p 9H´1{2q ď ǫ0
for all sufficiently large n, where ǫ0 “ ǫ0pA0q is given by Lemma 2.13 with V “ 0. Therefore,
p6.7q follows from Lemma 2.13.
Finally, we deduce a contradiction using p6.7q. We observe that wJnptq satisfies
iBtwJn ´HrnwJn ` |wJn |2wJn “ eJn,
where
eJn “ ´VrnwJn ` |wJn |2wJn ´
Jÿ
j“1
|vjp¨ ´ tjn, ¨ ´ xjnq|2vjp¨ ´ tjn, ¨ ´ xjnq.
Let ǫ10 “ ǫ10pA1q be a small number given in the long time perturbation lemma. We claim
that there exists J " 1 such that
}eitHrn pu˜n,0 ´ wJnp0qq}Sp 9H1{2q ă ǫ10,(6.8)
}eJn}S1p 9H´1{2q ă ǫ10(6.9)
for all n ě n3 “ n3pJq " 1. For p6.8q, we write
u˜n,0 ´ wJnp0q “ RJn `
Jÿ
j“1
´
eit
j
nHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ vjp´tjn, ¨ ´ xjnq
¯
.
By Proposition 5.1, one can choose J " 1 such that
}eitHrnRJn}Sp 9H1{2q ă
ǫ1
0
2
for all n ě n3. Hence, it suffices to show that for each j,
}eitHrn peitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ vjp´tjn, ¨ ´ xjnqq}Sp 9H1{2q Ñ 0.
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Indeed, arguing as in p5.12q, one can show that›››eitHrn´eitjnHrn pψjp¨ ´ xjnqq ´ e´itjn∆ψjp¨ ´ xjnq¯›››
Sp 9H1{2q
Ñ 0.
Moreover, by the Sobolev inequality, Strichartz estimates and the choice of ψ˜j ,
}eitHrn pe´itjn∆ψjp¨ ´ xjnq ´ vjp´tjn, ¨ ´ xjnqq}Sp 9H1{2q Ñ 0.
It is easy to check p6.9q, since rn Ñ 0 or rn Ñ `8 and vjp¨´ tjn, ¨´xjnq’s are asymptotically
orthogonal each other. Finally, applying the long time perturbation lemma to u˜nptq and
wJnptq with p6.7q, p6.8q and p6.9q, we conclude that }u˜nptq}Sp 9H1{2q ă 8 for large n.
(Step 2. Extraction of a critical element) Now, we extract uc,0 from a bound sequence
tun,0u8n“1. We only sketchy this step, because it is similar to the proof of [9, Proposition
5.4]. Indeed, it suffices to replace the linear profile eit∆ by e´itH “ eitp∆´V q in the proof.
First, by the argument in [4, 9] (but using Proposition 5.1 with rn “ 1), one can show that
passing to a subsequence, pun,0q has only one nonlinear profile
un,0 “ eit1nHpψ1p¨ ´ x1nqq `R1n.
If x1n Ñ 8, let v1ptq “ NLS0ptqψ1. Comparing un with v1p¨ ´ t1n, ¨ ´ x1nqq, one can deduce
a contradiction as in Step 1. Hence, x1n “ 0. If t1n Ñ 8, by Proposition 4.3, we pick ψ˜1
such that }eit1nHψ1 ´NLSp´t1nqψ˜1}H1 Ñ 0. If t1n “ 0, let ψ˜1 “ ψ1. We set uc,0 “ ψ˜1. Then,
by the argument in [9], one can show that uc,0 satisfies the desired properties in Theorem
6.1. 
Proposition 6.2 (Precompactness of a minimal blow-up solution). Let ucptq be in Theorem
6.1. Then K :“ tucptq : t P Ru is precompact in H1.
Proof. Let ttnu8m“1 be a sequence in R. Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
tn Ñ t˚ P r´8,`8s. If t˚ ‰ 8, then ucptnq Ñ ucpt˚q in H1. Suppose that t˚ “ 8.
Applying Proposition 5.1 to tucptnqu8n“1, we write
ucptnq “
Jÿ
j“1
eit
j
nHpψjp¨ ´ xjnqq `RJn.
If ψj ‰ 0 for some j ě 2 by the argument in the proof of [9, Proposition 5.5], one can
deduce a contradiction. Therefore, we have
ucptnq “ eit1nHpψ1p¨ ´ x1nqq `R1n.
If x1n Ñ8, approximating eit
1
nHpψ1p¨´x1nqq “ peit
1
np´∆`V p¨`x1nqqψ1qp¨´x1nq by the nonlinear
profile pNLS0p´t1nqqψ1p¨´x1nq as in the proof of Theorem 6.1, one can deduce a contradiction
from the homogeneous case (Theorem 1.7). Hence, x1n “ 0. It remains to show R1n Ñ 0
in H1 and t1n “ 0. The proof is very close to that of [9, Proposition 5.5], so we omit the
proof. 
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Lemma 6.3 (Precompactness implies uniform localization). Suppose that K :“ tuptq : t P
Ru is precompact in H1. Then, for any ǫ ą 0, there exists R “ Rpǫq ą 1 such that
sup
tPR
ż
|x|ěR
|∇upt, xq|2 ` |upt, xq|2 ` |upt, xq|4dx ď ǫ.
Proof. The proof follows from exactly the same argument in [9], so we omit it. 
7. Extinction of a Minimal Blow-up Solution
Finally, we prove Theorem 1.7 eliminating a minimal blow-up solution via the localized
vial identities.
Proposition 7.1 (Localized virial identities). Let χ P C8c pR3q. Suppose that uptq is a
solution to pNLSV q. Then,
Bt
ż
R3
χ|u|2dx “ 2 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqu¯dx,(7.1)
B2t
ż
R3
χ|u|2dx “ 4
3ÿ
i,j“1
Re
ż
R3
BxixjχBxiuBxjudx´
ż
R3
∆χ|u|4dx(7.2)
´
ż
R3
∆2χ|u|2dx´ 2
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇V q|u|2dx, .
Proof. By the equation and by integration by parts, we get
Bt
ż
R3
χ|u|2dx “ 2Re
ż
R3
χu¯Btudx “ ´2 Im
ż
R3
χu¯p∆u´ V u` |u|2uqdx
“ ´2 Im
ż
R3
χu¯∆udx “ 2 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqu¯` χ|∇u|2dx
“ 2 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqu¯dx.
Differentiating p7.1q, we obtain that
B2t
ż
R3
χ|u|2dx “ 2 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇Btuqu¯dx` 2 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqBtudx
“ ´2 Im
ż
R3
∆χBtuu¯dx` 4 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqBtudx
“ ´2Re
ż
R3
∆χ∆uu¯dx` 2
ż
R3
∆χV |u|2dx´ 2
ż
R3
∆χ|u|4dx
´ 4Re
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqp∆u¯´ V u¯` |u|2u¯qdx.
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But, we have
2Re
ż
R3
∆χ∆uu¯dx “ ´2Re
ż
R3
p∇∆χ ¨∇uqu¯dx´ 2
ż
R3
∆χ|∇u|2dx
“ ´
ż
R3
∇∆χ ¨∇p|u|2qdx´ 2
ż
R3
∆χ|∇u|2dx
“
ż
R3
∆2χ|u|2dx´ 2
ż
R3
∆χ|∇u|2dx
and
4Re
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqp∆u¯´ V u¯` |u|2u¯qdx
“ ´4Re
3ÿ
i,j“1
ż
R3
BxixjχBxiuBxjudx´ 4Re
3ÿ
i,j“1
ż
R3
BxiχBxixjuBxjudx
´ 2
ż
R3
V∇χ ¨∇p|u|2qdx`
ż
R3
∇χ ¨∇p|u|4qdx
“ ´4Re
3ÿ
i,j“1
ż
R3
BxixjχBxiuBxjudx´ 2
3ÿ
i,j“1
ż
R3
BxiχBxip|Bxju|2qdx
` 2
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇V q|u|2dx` 2
ż
R3
∆χV |u|2dx´
ż
R3
∆χ|u|4dx
“ ´4Re
3ÿ
i,j“1
ż
R3
BxixjχBxiuBxjudx` 2
ż
R3
∆χ|∇u|2dx
` 2
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇V q|u|2dx` 2
ż
R3
∆χV |u|2dx´
ż
R3
∆χ|u|4dx
Therefore, we obtain p7.2q. 
Proof of Theorem 1.7. If Conjecture 1.5 fails, there exists a minimal blow-up solution ucptq
in Theorem 6.1. Choose a radially symmetric function χ P C8c such that χpxq “ |x|2 for
|x| ď 1 and χpxq “ 0 for |x| ě 2, and define
zRptq :“
ż
R3
χR|ucptq|2dx
where R ą 0 and χR :“ R2χp ¨R q. Because V is positive, by (7.1) and Theorem 1.4 piq, we
have
(7.3)
|z1Rptq| ď
ż
R3
|∇χR||ucptq||∇ucptq|dx ď R}ucptq}L2}∇ucptq}L2
ď R}uc,0}L2}H1{2ucptq}L2 ă Rα.
On the other hand, by (7.2), we have
z2Rptq “ 8}∇ucptq}2L2 ´ 6}ucptq}4L4 ´ 4
ż
R3
px ¨∇V q|ucptq|2dx` (remainder),
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where
(remainder) “ 4
3ÿ
i,j“1
Re
ż
Rď|x|ď2R
BxixjχRBxiucptqBxjucptqdx´ 8}∇ucptq}2L2p|x|ě2Rq
´
ż
Rď|x|ď2R
∆χR|ucptq|4dx` 6}ucptq}4L4p|x|ě2Rq ´
ż
R3
∆2χR|ucptq|2dx
´ 2
ż
Rď|x|ď2R
p∇χR ¨ V q|ucptq|2dx` 4
ż
|x|ě2R
px ¨∇V q|ucptq|2dx.
We claim that there exists a constant c0 ą 0, independent of R, such that
(7.4) 8}∇ucptq}2L2 ´ 6}ucptq}4L4 ´ 4
ż
R3
px ¨∇V q|ucptq|2dx ě c0 ą 0.
Indeed, by the Pohozaev identities, we have
E0rQs “ 1
2
}∇Q}2L2 ´
1
4
}Q}4L4 “
1
2
}Q}2L2 ,
and thus
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
“ 4}Q}
2
L2
}Q}L23
?
3}Q}3
L2
“ 4
3
?
3}Q}2
L2
“ 4
3
?
6M rQs1{2E0rQs1{2
.
Moreover, since V is positive, by Lemma 4.1, we have
}∇ucptq}2L2 ď }H1{2ucptq}2L2 ď 6EV ruc,0s.
Therefore, using the “free” Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality, we obtain
}ucptq}4L4 ď
}Q}4
L4
}Q}L2}∇Q}3L2
}ucptq}L2}∇ucptq}3L2
“ 4
3
?
6M rQs1{2E0rQs1{2
}uc,0}L2}∇ucptq}3L2
ď 4
3
´M ruc,0sEV ruc,0s
M rQsE0rQs
¯1{2}∇ucptq}2L2
“ 4
3
´
MEc
ME
¯1{2}∇ucptq}2L2 .
Then, it follows from replusivity of the potential, the norm equivalence and Lemma 4.1 that
the left hand side of p7.4q is greater than or equal to
8}∇ucptq}2L2 ´ 6}ucptq}4L4 ě 8
´
1´
´
MEc
ME
¯1{2¯}∇ucptq}2L2 „ }H1{2ucptq}2L2 „ Eruc,0s.
Next, we claim that
premainderq Ñ 0 as RÑ 8.(7.5)
Indeed, the uniform localization of ucptq (Lemma 6.3) implies that
(remainder) À }∇ucptq}2L2p|x|ěRq ` }ucptq}4L4p|x|ěRq `
1
R2
}ucptq}2L2
` }x ¨∇V }L3{2}ucptq}2L6p|x|ě2Rq Ñ 0.
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Combining (7.4) and (7.5), we obtain that
z2Rptq ě
c0
2
for sufficiently large R ą 0. Thus, z1Rptq Ñ `8 as tÑ `8, which contradicts to (7.3). 
Appendix A. Positivity of the Schro¨dinger Operator
The Schro¨dinger operator H is positive definite when the negative part of a potential is
small.
Lemma A.1 (Positivity). If V P K, then
(A.1)
ż
R3
|V ||u|2dx ď }V }K
4π
}∇u}2L2 .
In particular, if }V´}K ă 4π, then´
1´ }V´}K
4π
¯
}∇u}2L2 ď }H1{2u}2L2 “
ż
R3
Huudx ď
´
1` }V }K
4π
¯
}∇u}2L2 .
Proof. Observe that
}|V |1{2p´∆q´1|V |1{2u}2L2 “
ż
R3
|V pxq|
ˇˇˇ ż
R3
|V pyq|1{2
4π|x´ y|upyqdy
ˇˇˇ2
dx
ď
ż
R3
|V pxq|
´ ż |V pyq|
4π|x´ y|dy
¯ż
R3
|upyq|2
4π|x´ y|dydx
ď
´ |V |K
4π
¯ż
R3
ż
R3
|V pxq|
4π|x´ y| |upyq|
2dydx
ď
´ |V |K
4π
¯2}u}2L2 .
Then, (A.1) follows by the standard TT ˚ argument with T “ |V |1{2|∇|´1. 
Appendix B. 3d Cubic Defocusing NLS with a Potential
In this section, we prove scattering for a 3d cubic defocusing NLS with a potential.
Theorem B.1 (Scattering for a cubic defocusing NLS with a potential). Suppose that V
satisfies p1.1q and p1.2q. We further assume that }px ¨∇V q`}K ă 4π. Then, if uptq solves
(B.1) iBtu`∆u´ V u´ |u|2u “ 0, up0q “ u0 P H1,
then uptq scatters in H1.
Proof. We only sketch the proof, since it follows by small modifications of the proof of
Theorem 1.7. First, we claim that every H1 solution to (B.1) is a global solution. Indeed,
the H1 norm of the solution uptq is controlled by the mass conservation law
M ruptqs “
ż
R3
|uptq|2dx “M ru0s
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and the energy conservation law
Eruptqs “ 1
2
ż
R3
|∇uptq|2 ` V |uptq|2dx` 1
4
ż
R3
}uptq|4dx “ Eru0s.
In particular, by the smallness assumption on V´, we have´
1´ }V´}K
4π
¯
}∇uptq}2L2 ď }H1{2uptq}2L2 ď Eruptqs “ Eru0s.
Suppose that there is a solution having infinite Sp 9H1{2q norm. Then, repeating the proof
of Theorem 1.7, one can show that there is a critical element ucptq that satisfies the uniform
localization property in Lemma 6.3. Let zRptq be as in the proof of Theorem 1.7. Then, by
the virial identities for (B.1)
Bt
ż
R3
χ|u|2dx “ 2 Im
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇uqu¯dx,
B2t
ż
R3
χ|u|2dx “ 4
3ÿ
i,j“1
Re
ż
R3
BxixjχBxiuBxjudx`
ż
R3
∆χ|u|4dx
´
ż
R3
∆2χ|u|2dx´ 2
ż
R3
p∇χ ¨∇V q|u|2dx,
we obtain that
(B.2) |z1Rptq| ď R}uc,0}L2}H1{2ucptq}L2 ďM ruc,0s1{2Eruc,0s1{2.
Moreover, by (A.1), we have
|z2Rptq| ě 8}∇ucptq}2L2 ` 6}ucptq}4L4 ´ 4
ż
R3
px ¨∇V q|ucptq|2dx` oRp1q
ě 4
´
2´ }px ¨∇V q`}K
4π
¯
}∇ucptq}2L2 ` 6}ucptq}4L4 ` oRp1q
ě β}H1{2ucptq}2L2 ` 6}ucptq}4L4 ` oRp1q,
where
β “ 4
´
2´ }px ¨∇V q`}K
4π
¯´
1` }V`}K
4π
¯´1
.
By the assumption, β is positive. If β ě 12, then
|z2Rptq| ě minp24, 2βqErucptqs ` oRp1q “ minp24, 2βqEruc,0s ` oRp1q.
We pick R " 1 so that |z2Rptq| ě c0 for all t. Thus, we have |z1Rptq| Ñ 8 as t Ñ 8, which
contradicts to (B.2). 
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